Technical specifikations
Weight:
Length:
Width - 3 row:
Height:
Size of tyres:
Track width:
Required power:
Harvesting capacity:
Working speed:
Row distance:

Unloading tank:

Volume of tank:
Unloading height min.:
Unloading height max.:
Width of unloading web:

Dealer

Standard equipment:

7.500 kgs
7,1 m
3,1 m
4,0 m
23.1/26 - 14 ply
2,35 - 2,80 m
110 hp
0,75 - 1,0 ha/hrs.
4 - 9 km/hrs.
45 - 61 cm

12 m3
1,50 m
3,70 m
1,50 m

Fullhydraulic transmission
Warning at blockage on elevator and turbines
Turbotopper
JT-scalpers
Oppelwheel
Automatic TT-sidesteering and depthcontrol
Aut. height control of the tankloading web
Speed control on the tankloading web
Wide angle PTO.
Full road lights
Steering on the right handside wheel
Feederroller at 1.st. turbine

Optional equipment:
In-line flailtopper
Hydraulic stonerelease on the oppelwheels
Hydraulic suspension on the oppelwheels
Walking shares
Hydraulic weighttransfer kit for oppelwheels
Left wheel hydraulic track adjustment
Cleaningsystem with one reversing roller
Cleaningsystem with two reversing rollers
Pigtailguard for 1.st turbine
Hydraulic disc scalpers
TT– parallelogram disc scalpers
Remote electric height adjustment of
turbine guard
Remote electric adjustment of depth control
Working lights and rotating beacon
Joystick control
In-cab monitor with 2 cameras
Valve for open/close hydraulic system
Automatic lubrication
Trelleborg flotation wheels
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Thyregod has many years of experience in developing and producing beetharvesters. This experience, gained in close cooperation with our customers, we keep building into our new models. Concerning the
TT800 beetharvester, we have combined the very best from both the Tim and the Thyregod machines, and
built it into one machine.

To ensure a high capacity, the harvester is equipped with a 12 m3 unloading tank, so unloading
while harvesting is possible.
The tank can be filled in transportposition, when
driving alongside hedges and powerlines.

TT800 feature steering on the right hand side
wheel as standard equipment.
This keeps the machine straight on the row,
even on steep sideslopes.
Automatic side– and
depth control is standard equipment.
Sensors follow the
row, providing accurate, responsive row
seeking, even where
tramline hellings exist.
Optionally an electric
ram can be fitted to
the unit to allow remote depth control
adjustement from the
cab.

The power for the cleaning- and transportsystems
is provided by 6 pumps. This ensures efficient flexible
work at the lowest possible input.
The pumps are driven directly by the tractors PTOshaft. The power for the hydraulic rams are provided
by the tractors hydraulic system.

A transportwidth at a narrow 3,1 m makes
going on the road a piece of cake.
And when opening up a field, driving on the beet is
reduced to a minimum.

Beside the well-known stonerelease on the oppelwheels, a hydraulic suspension can be mounted on the oppelwheelbrackets. This reduces the
strain on the machine when hitting solid rocks

As an option a special cleaning system can be fitted to
remove stones and heavy clay lumps.
As a new feature, we have developed a new sytem
with two reversing steel rollers and a top web to
control the flow. This system is especially efficient in
really stony conditions.

As standard the machine is equipped with turbotopper, but an in-line flailtopper is also available.
The in-line flailtopper is efficient and leaves the
demolished top between the rows ready for the
machine to cover it with soil. This reduces loss
of nitrogen. The turbotopper is light and needs
only a small amount of power and is therefore a
costefficient alternative to the flailtopper.

The JT-scalper, which has proven its strength during many years is fitted as standard equipment, but the machine can
also be fitted with the disc scalper, either mounted on the JT-scalper post or mounted on the TT parallelogram. The
disc scalper performes very well, even in low beet or in weedy conditions.

Large turbines with adjustable speed ensure efficient cleaning and keep working during all conditions. The turbine cages are easily adjusted with the winding handles. As an option the turbines can be equipped with pigtail guards to improve the separation of soil and stones on heavy ground.

